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BY
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1. The group of all quinary orthogonal substitutions of determinant unity in

the G F [ p" ], p> 2, has a subgroup Oa of index 2 which is simple. The

latter is simply isomorphic with the quotient-group Q of the quaternary abelian

group and the group composed of the identity and the substitution which merely

changes the sign of each variable. The difficulty in the employment of Q is

apparent, while for Oa there is unfortunately no known practical f criterion to

distinguish its substitutions from the remaining quinary orthogonal substitu-

tions. While the abelian form seems best adapted to the determination % of

the subgroups of order a power of p, the orthogonal form is found to possess

advantages in the study of the subgroups of order a power of 2.

The case pn = 81 ± 3, namely, that in which 2 is a not-square in the GF[p" ],

is here treated on account of its simplicity (compare in particular §§ 2, 4, 5, 22)

and in view of the applications to be made in subsequent papers in these

Transactions to the determination of all the subgroups when p" = 3 and

p" = 5.
There is established the remarkable result that, independent of the values of

p and n (such that pn is of the form 81 ± 3 ), the group Oa contains the same

number of distinct sets of conjugate subgroups of order each power of 2, one set

of representatives serving for every Oa (compare the diagrammatic summary in

§ 21, the group notations being given in earlier sections in display formulae sepa-

rately numbered). Moreover, except for the subgroups of orders 2, 4, and certain

types of order 8, the order of the largest subgroup of Oa in which a group of

order a power of 2 is self-conjugate is independent of p and n.

* Presented to the Society at the Boston meeting, August 31-September 1, 1903. Received for

publication, July 28, 1903.

f In the theory we have recourse to the generators (see § 2). When this becomes impractic-

able, we resort to the isomorphism with the abelian group by means of the " second-com-

pound " theory (compare §g 11, 40, 44).
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By way of check, it may be stated that the results of §§ 10, 11 and all after

§ 21 were first established by other methods in the case y = 3 and in part for
pn = 5.

Orientation of the case pn = 81 ± 3, §§ 2-5.

2. The simple quinary orthogonal group On in the G F {pn], p > 2, has the

order

(1) ^p = ^(p*»-l)(p2»-l).

We observe the following lowest orders :

il1>3=26-34-5, l\5=26-32-54-13, iili7=28-32-52-74,

ii111=26-32-52ll4-61,  ßM3=2"-32-5-72A34-17,

Û, 17=210 • 34 • 5 ■ 174 • 29, ilXt 19=26 ■ 34 • 52 ■ 194 ■ 181, Q^ 3=28 • 38 • 52 ■ 41,

í\6=28-32-58-13-313, n27=2,0-32-54'78-1201,il3?3=26-3,2-5-72132-73.

Let pn = 2k + 1.    Then £ (pu + 1 ) is odd, while

(p2»-l)2=2*[lk(k+l)]2.

Hence On is always divisible by 26. The condition that 26 shall be the high-

est power of 2 occurring as a factor is that \k(k + 1) shall be odd. Accord-

ing as k = 2t or k = 2t — 1, we have k = 4j + 2 or k = 4j + 1, upon replac-

ing the odd number t by 2j + 1. Hence pn = Sj + 5 or 8/ + 3, respectively.

Theorem. The highest power of 2 occurring as a factor of 0K p is 26 if

and only if pn = 8Z ±3 .

3. By Linear Groups, §§ 181, 182, 189, Oa is generated by

(2) QtJm{0?J)\        OfjOl'J       (*,i,*,i-l,-,5),

where a and /3 are arbitrary solutions of x2 + y2 = 1, p and a- fixed solutions,

0?/  : £ = «fc + ßtj ' £ - ~/8f t + «£y        ( «2 + ß> = 1 ),

the cases pn = 3 and ^n = 5 alone being exceptional.    Let

(te,)'- «-f,.      Ç-ft.
noting that these linear substitutions do not compound as literal substitutions ;

for example, ( £, £3 ) ( £ £2 ) = ( £ |2 £3 ).    Let

Ci: K--&« 6-ft (Í = l,---,5;j+¿).

Then for pn = 3, the generators are the (XC, (&&)(É*£j)j and

W = W-2 :

^=?i+?2-^3+^' K-*i + fl+f,-f*-
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For pn = 5, the generators are the Ci C}, ( f4 £ ) ( %k £, ), and

b = b-':        fi-fe + fe + if,, fi-f, + sf, + &. K-aCt + fe + f,.
4. The conditions that Ç"'/ shall reduce to (ê,£)C4 are

2a2 =1, 2ct/3=-l,

solutions of which exist in the G F [pn], p > 2, if and only if 2 is a square.

Now 2 is a quadratic residue of all primes of the form 8Ä; ± 1 and a quadratic

non-residue of all primes 8k ± 3. Hence (Binear Groups, § 62), 2 is a not

square in the GF[pn],p > 2, if and only if p" is of the form 81 ± 3.

Theorem. The second type of generators (2) may be replaced by ( ff. £. ) ( f?4 f, )

í/" and onZy if p" = 81 ± 3.

5. We are therefore led to the group * merely permuting £2, • ■ •, £2 ; viz.,

(3) <?«, = { grouP generated by all the OtC, and ( £f#)(f„f,)}.

For brevity set C0 = C? C?2 C^ (74 C^.    Then (r960 has the commutative subgroup

(4) #„-{/, C;(7y(¿,i-0,l,2,8,4,5;i>¿)}.

The alternating group on 5 letters is simply isomorphic with the subgroup

(6) ^60 = {grouP generated by all the ( £. £,)(&£,)}•

Extending the group GXR by the substitutions

£,-identity,   B2 = (^2)(^),   *,-(&&)(*,&),   ^-(fifcX&fc).

we obtain a subgroup of GL, whose substitutions are given uniquely thus :

(6)     Gu = { Bk, BkCiCj (k = 1, 2, 3, 4 ; i, j = 0, 1, .. -, 5 ; j > »)}.

Theorem. TAe subgroups of Oa of order the highest power of 2 contained

in il are of order 2e and conjugate with G6i if and only if pn is of the form

81 db 3 ; namely, if 2 is a not-square in the G F [/»"], p > 2.

Representatives of the sets of conjugate subgroups of order

a power of 2 within  Oa, §§6-21.

Bistribution of the substitutions of Gu into sets of conjugates.

6. The substitutions in the four following sets

I, CXC3,  C2Ct, ClC2C3Ci;        ClCs,  C3C5,  ClC2CiCb,  C2C3CiC&;

n n     n n    noon    o o o o■        o o    on    n n    n n .°2°55     °4°55     0102U3°5'     0L030(°5» °1 °2 5     °1°45     °2°35     °3°4>

transform B3 into B3, A3Cx C3, B3 C2 Ct, B3 Cx C2C3 C4, respectively.    Further,

* Two sets of generational relations for G960 are given in Linear Groups, p. 293.
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the Ri are commutative. Hence R3 is conjugate within G64 only with Z?3,

R3CXC3, R3C2C4 and R3CXC2C3C4. Now (£3£A) transforms G64 into itself if

k = 2, 3 or 4. Hence if Z and m denote the two integers left in the set 2, 3 , 4

after the exclusion of k, the substitutions

Rk, RkC\Ck, BtOtOm, R,AC2C3C4

form a complete set of conjugates within Gu. Next R. transforms CXC5 into

G G., so that the substitutions C- C5 ( i = 1, 2, 3 , 4 ) form a complete set of

conjugates. Since R2, Z?, and Z?4 transform CXC2 into CXC2, C3C4 and C3C4,

respectively, O.C, is conjugate only with itself and C3C4. Likewise for CtC3

and C2C4, for CXC4 and C2C3. Evidently CiC2C3C4 is self-conjugate.

Hence Zi2, #3 and R4 transform RkCxC2 into RkCxC2, BkCsCt and RkC3C4,

respectively; while the substitutions of G1B transform Z?3 C, C*2 into RtClC2,

R3C2C3, R3CXC4, B3C3C4 and transform R3C3C4 into B3C,C4, R3C]Ci,

R3C2C3, R3CXC2. Hence R3CXC3 is conjugate only with itself and B.iC¡C4,

R3C3C2, R3C3C4. Applying the above transformation (£3!;k), we obtain the

conjugates to RkC1Cl.

Since R3 is one of four conjugates and since R. transforms R3CXC5 into

R3C.Ch, it follows that the substitutions of Gu transform R3C¡C5 only

into BtOtCê, Z?3<71(73<7iC75, R3C2C4CC5, or B&C&C&G, m BSC(G0,
where i «1, 2,8,4. Hence R3CiC!} is conjugate only with R3C{C5 and

R3CiClj(i= 1, 2, 3, 4). Applying the transformation (£3%k), we obtain the

conjugates to RkCxC5.

The substitutions of G u fall into the following 16 distinct sets of conjugates:

{I}; {CXC2C3C4}; {C^C^J; {CtCê{i -1, 2, 8, 4)};

{Rk, RkCxCk, BkCtCM, RkCxC2C3C4); {C{C0(i = l, 2, 3,4)};

{RkCxCt, RkCxCm, RkCkCn RkCkCm}; {BkC(Cs, BhCtC¿4 = 1, 2, 3, 4)};

where k = 2, 3, 4, while I and m denote the two integers left in the set 2, 3,

4 after the exclusion of k, the order of I and m being immaterial.

Determination of all the self-conjugate subgroups of G64.

7. If a self-conjugate subgroup H contains one CiC5, it contains them all

and hence also every C.Cj(i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4), so that IIcontains Gu. Simi-

larly, if H contains one CjC0, it contains G16. If II contains CxCk, or Rk,

or RkCxCl, it contains the respective commutative group

(7) G\={I, CxCk, Cfim, CXC2C3C4),

(8) G';={Rt, RfCxCk, 8,0,0^ RiCxC2C3C4(i = l, k)},

(9) H*i={I, CxCk, Cfim, C&C^B&C^B&C^B.C&B&CJ.
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If H contains one Bk Ci Cb, it contains the group

(10) H\6 = {I, 6767., C&G&, B^C,, BkCiC0(i,j = l, 2, 3, 4)].

Hence the self-conjugate subgroups of G6i are given by the series

(11) I, G2= {I, 67<72(73<74}, G'l, G\, H¡, Gxe, II\,(k = 2, 3, 4),

together with the groups resulting from the combination of two or more of them.

Now G2 is a subgroup * of all of order > 2 ; while G'l is a subgroup of G\,

J?*, Gxt, HX6, H\6, H*Xl..    Any two of the groups G'¡ combine into

(12) GS={I, 67,(7,, C71C72C73C74(i,j = l,2,3,4)}.

Combining Hk% with either G[ or G™, we obtain the group

(13) «/*,= {/, CtC,, C71C72C73C74,^,#,(7iC7.,^t 67^,(7,67,(^,^=1,2,3,4)}.

The same group results from the combination of G'¡ with either G{ or 6r4 ;

also from the combination of G\\ with H\. Combining H\ with either G^ or

6r™, we get the group of all the substitutions of 6r64 which leave £5 fixed :

(14) £32= { Bt, BtCiC} Bfi^C.C, (t, i,j=l, 2, 3,4)}.

Combining any two of the groups 6r2, G\, G\, or any two of the groups

H\, HI, H^, we obtain G32. Combining GX6 with any one of the groups

Gk, H\, HkX6, we obtain the group

(15) J\2 = {/, 6767., Bk, BkCiCj (i,j=0, 1,2,3, 4, 5; j>i)}.

The same group results from the combination of H'¡6 with either G\ or Hk.

Combining H'xi with either G\\ or H\\, we obtain the group

(10)H¡2={I, OtOi% C&C^B^B&C^B&C&C^BaC^BaCJ

(¿,¿=1,2,3,4; «=2,3,4; t + k).

We have now combined the groups (11) by pairs in every possible way.

The groups G\, G\, G\, Gè all lie in each of the five new groups (12)-(16),

while G3 lies also in 6r16 and H\%. Now G\ and H\ lie in Jkxf¡, G32, J32, H\2,

but neither lies in J'X6, Jl2, Hl32. Also Gm lies in every J"32, but not in G32,

nor in any H\2. Finally, HX6 lies in J32, H32, H32, but not in G32, Jl32, #"32.

We have therefore to consider the following compositions :

( Gl, Gs) = (HI, Gs) = J]6,       ( G\, J'X6) = (H¡, J'u) = G32,

( ^8' ^L) = (-^8» ^32) =   ^645 ( ^8' ^2) = (-^85 -^32) =   ^64>

* Hence the self-conjugate subgroups may also be determined from a study of the quotient-

group G64/G2.
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( #16' Ju) = ^32' ( #16'   #32) = ( #16' ^32) = (-^16'   #32) =   #64»

(HX6, J\6) = Jk32,     (Hku, J'u) —Hl32,     (Hk6, Jl32) = (Hk6, Hk32) = Gu,

noting finally that any two of the groups G32, J32, Hk3ii TIl32 combine into GM.

Theorem. The group Gu contains, in addition to itself, exactly the 26 self-

conjugate subgroups given by formulée (11)-(16).

Corollary.     The only subgroups of order 32 of Gu are

#32' ^32' B7k„ (t = 2, 3, 4).

Remark. Any three groups marked with the affix k(k = 2, 3, 4) are con-

jugate in Oa. No two of the groups J\2, ZZjj2, G32 are conjugate in O in view

of the number of sets of conjugate substitutions in each (§§ 8—10).

Determination of all the self-conjugate subgroups of J\2.

8. Proceeding as in § 6, we readily find that the substitutions of J\2 fall into

the following 14 distinct sets of conjugates :

{I};  {CXC2C3C4};  {CXC3};  {C2C4};  {CXC2, C3C4};  {CXC4, C2C3};

{ #1 #5' #3 #5} ''  { #2 #5' #4 #5} ' { #1 #2 #3 #5' #1 #3 #4 #5 } > { #1 #2 #4 #5 ' #2 #3 #4 #5}?

[B3i R3CxC3, R3C2Ci, R3Cx C2C3C4}; {R3CxC2, R3C2C3, R3CxC4, R3C3C4];

{Z?3(71(75,S3C73C5,Z?3C1C70,JB3C3C0}; {R3C2C„R3C4C5,R3C2C0, R3C4C0}.

If a self-conjugate subgroup H contains C, C2 or Cx C4, it contains the group

G\ or the group G\, respectively. If H contains Cx C5 or C2 C5, it contains

one or the other of the commutative groups

(17)   AT4= {/, CXC5, C3Cb, CXC3],       R~'4= {I, C2C5, C4C5, C2C4}.

If H contains Cx C2 C3 C5 or Cx C2 C4 Cb, it contains one or the other of

K4 = {I, CXC2C3C5, CxC3C4C5, C2C4},

(18)
K'4   = {Z, Cx C2 C4 C5, C2 C3 C4 C5, Cx C3}.

If H contains R3, it contains G\.   If H contains R3CXC2, it contains ZZ3.   If

H contains R3CXC5 or R3C2C5, it contains the respective commutative group:

(19) ZT8= {/, CXC3, C2C4, CxC2C3C4,R3CxCb, R3C3C5,R3CXC0,R3C3C0},

(20) K'% = {I, CXC3, C2C4, CXC2C3C4, R3C2Cb, R3C4C5, B3C2C0, R3C4C0}.

Hence the self-con jugate subgroups of J\2 are given by the series

I, G2, G'2={I, CXC3}, G'2'= {I, C2C4], G\, G\,
(21)

-^4' K\, K4, K'f, G\, H\, ZT8, Ks,
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together with the groups resulting from their composition.    Now

(G2, G2) = (G2, G2) = (G'2,G'2')=G\.

Also, G2 lies in every G\, G% H\, Ks, K's; (G2, Kf) and (G2, K'f) give

(22) G's = {/, CXC3, C2C¿, CxC2C3Ct, CXC6, C3C5, CXC0, C3C0},

(23) G'f = {I, CXC3, C2Ci, CxC2C3Ci, C2C5, C^C^, C2C0, CtC0},

respectively.    Also,

(G2, K'f) = G'f, (G2, K'f) = G'a,(G'2, G2A = (G'2, G\) = G3,

(^25 -ff"4)= G'f, (G'2, K'f) = G'f,

while 6?; lies in A"4, K'f, G\, II\, Kg, K'g, G's, G'f, Gs.    Since

n n      n n   n n n no2o4=o1o3   Oj020304,

nothing new results from a combination by G'f, By § 9, the groups

G\, G\, G\, G3%, H\ and Gs combine to give only the additional group J36.

Now 6t4, G\ or Gs combine with any of the groups AT4, K\, K'f, K'f, G's, G'f

to give (716. Combining G\ or G\ with either K% or K'%, we get H\6. Com-

bining 6t4 with either Ki or K'f, we get G's ; G\ with either A"4 or K'f, we

get G'f. Now 6r4 is a subgroup of E~g, F's, Gs, G's and G'f. Next, A~4 with

K\ or K'f gives Gl6, K\ or K'f with A"4" gives (716, A4 with K'f gives 67g,

K\ with K'f gives 6?;'.    Next, (Eá, G:is) and (A"4, G3S) are respectively

j#P #^1^35 #C26745 Bfi.C^C,, i
16      (#67,67,, ^.673675, #,67 67, #673670(i = 1,3))'

(25) G'X'6 = B^G'X6B2.

Also, A";' with 67^ gives 67;;, K'f with #83 gives G'X6, Kt and AT¡ with H\

give

HX6= {I, CXC3, C2Ct, CxC2C3Ci, CXC5, C3Cb, CXCQ, C3C0, B3CXC2,
(26)

#3 ^1 ^4 5  #3 ^2 ^3 5   #3 ^3 ^4 5  #3 ^2 ^5 5  #3 ^4 ^6 5  #3 ^2 ^0 5  #3 ^4 ^0 } >

(27) H'X'6 = B^HUB2,

respectively.    Next, K'f with AT* gives H'x'6, K'f with i/| gives H'xe,

(Ki,K3)=(K'f',K%)=G'X6,(K'i,K%) = (K'f,K3) = H'x'6.

Interchanging the subscripts 1 with 2 and 3 with 4, we obtain as the compounds

of AT; with Ft, K\,K'f, K'f, the groups H'X6 and H'x'6.    Next,

( G¡, Ks) = 67;6, (©», A-;) = G'X6, (HI, AT8) = H'x'6, (H¡, E's) = H'u,

(Fs,K'8) = H3X6,(G'a,G¡)=G'X6,(G's,H¡) = H'X6,(G's',G¡)=G'x'6,
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and (G'3, Hl) = H'x'6.    Finally, a combination of a group of order 16 with a

group not a subgroup of it evidently gives J\2.

Theorem.     The group J\2 contains exactly 26 self-conjugate subgroups :

I, G2, G'2, G2, G\, G\, G4, K4, K'4, K'¿, K'f, G\, H¡,

TT     V     C      C*'     C"    C       C1'      C"     TT'       TT"     T3      TT3       T3-n8, xx. 8,  cr8,  cr8,  Crg ,  cr16,  lr16,  tr16, -" lti, -" i6' » i6' -" ie» "32*

Corollary.     There are exactly 7 subgroups of order 16 of J

Determination of all the self-conjugate subgroups of H32.

9. Its substitutions fall into the following 11 distinct sets of conjugates:

{I}; {CXC2C3C4}; {CXC2, C3C4); {CXC3, C2C4}\ {CXC4, C2CS};

{B^B&G^B&G^B&G&CAiiB&C^B&G^B&GvB&GA;

{B&Ot%BMOtOt%BtCxO%%BtCtO,)i {R2C2C5, R2C4C5, R2C2C0, R2C4Ca};

{B&C^B&C^B&CiiB&GAiiB&G^BiGtC^B&G^BtGtG,}.

Forming the group generated by each substitution and its conjugates, we get

li   #2'   #4'   #4'   #4»   #8' -^8'  ^16' ^6 > "^16» "^16 >

respectively.    Combining two or more of them, we obtain the additional groups

• 32 "#8' ^16' -^3

Theorem.    The only self-conjug ate subgroups of H\2, aside from itself

and the identity, are G2, G\, G\, Gl4, G\, H\, Gs, H\6, H\6, J\6.

Corollary.    There are exactly 3 subgroups of order 16 in H32.

The self-conjugate subgroups of G32.

10. Its substitutions fall into exactly 17 distinct sets of conjugates. Indeed,

aside from the self-con jugate substitutions Zand CXC2C3C4, any substitution S

is conjugate only with itself and SCXC2C3C4. Now every substitution of G32

is of period 2 except identity and the following 12 :

BkCiCn        BkCk°i (k,l = 2,3,i;k + l),

the square of any one of which is CXC2C3C4. It follows that, if S ranges over

a set of 15 substitutions obtained by taking one and only one of each pair of

conjugates within G32, the groups

(28)   Z, G2= {I, CXC2C3C4}; Ks4= {I, CXC2C3C4, S, SCXC2C3C4],

together with the groups resulting from their composition, give all the self-con-

jugate subgroups of G32.
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It is more convenient to proceed by a different method. From what precedes,

the quotient-group Q16 = G32f G2 is a commutative group all of whose operators,

aside from the identity, are of period 2.    The quotient of

(16 -l)(16-2)(16-4)        by        (8 - 1)(8 - 2)(8 - 4)

gives 15 as the number of subgroups of order 8 of Q¡6. Likewise, it contains

35 subgroups of order 4 and 15 of order 2. To every self-conjugate subgroup

of G32, necessarily containing CxC2C3Ci (as shown above), there corresponds

an unique subgroup of Qu, and inversely. We may thus readily obtain all the

self-conjugate subgroups of 6732. Those of orders 1, 2, 4 are given by (28).

We desire in particular those of order 16.

Denote by a, 6, c, d a set of generators of QX6. As generators of its 15

subgroups of order 8, we may take

(or, 6, c) ; (a, b, d); (a, c, d); (b, c, d); (a, b, cd);

(a, c, bd); (a, d,bc); (b, c, ad); (b, d, ac); (c, d, ab);

(a, bd, cd); (b, ad, cd); (c,ad,bd); (d, ac, be); (ad,bd, cd).

For the generators of Ql6 we may take

a = CxC2,        b = CxC3,        c = B3,        d = B2,

understanding in this section that S and SCxC2C3Ci are identical operators.

The analytic substitution (^x^z^2) transforms the group (a, 6, c) into

(672673, 67,67,, B2)= (ab, a, d) = (a, 6, d).

Likewise, (£, f3£4) transforms (a, 6, c) into

(674672, 67 67, Bt) = (6, ab, cd) = a,b,cd).

As shown in § 11, 67n contains a substitution 2 which transforms

67,67,, 67,67,, B2, B3CXC,        into        #467267, #367267 , 6767, #36,674,

respectively.    Hence 2 transforms a into abed, 6 into ad, c into a, d into ab.

It follows that 2 transforms (a, 6, d) into (abed, ad, ab), identical with

(ad, bd, cd), and transforms the latter into (cd, bd, 6) = (6, c, d). Again,

2 transforms (a, b, c) into (a, d, be), and the latter into (c, d, ab). Also,

2 transforms (a, 6, cd) into (6, c, ad), and the latter into (a, c, d).

Hence the following 9 groups are conjugate within G0:

(a, b, c), (a, b, d), (a, 6, cd), (ad, bd, cd), (6, c, d),

(a, d, be), (c, d, ab), (b, c, ad), (a, c, d).
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It is next shown that the remaining 6 subgroups are conjugate.    Now CXC5,

which transforms Ri into Ri Cx C., transforms

(a, c, 6o")        into        (a, c6, bda) = (a, bd, cd).

But S transforms (a, bd, cd) into (6, d, ac), and the latter into (c, ad, bd).

Again, CXC5 transforms (c, ad, bd) and (6, d, ac) into respectively

(R3CXC3, R2, R2C2C3) = (d, ac, be),

(CXC3, R2CXC3, R3CXC4) = (6, ad, cd).

To the representatives (a, b, c) and (a, c, bd) of the two sets of conjugate

subgroups of GX6, we adjoin CXC2C3C4 and obtain respectively

(CXC2, CXC3, R3, CXC2C3C4)

= {Rt, B&Cj, RtCxC2C3C4 (i,j = l, 2, 3, 4; t = 1, 3)},

(CXC2,R3, CXC3R2, CXC2C3C4)=F16,

the former being J36 and the latter defined as follows :

(29)     Z^16={
Rt, RtCxC2, RtC3C4, RtCxC2C3C4, i

Z?iC71C73, Z?.C72<73, RfixC4, 5,0,(7, (i = 1,3; i = 2, 4) f"

Theorem. Within Oa the 15 subgroups of order 16 o/ 032 are conjugate

with the groups J\3 and Fls, the latter being not conjugate (§ 13).

11. Theorem. The group Oa contains one and but one substitution of

period 3 which transforms R3CxC4 into itself and transforms CxC4, CXC2,

R2 into R3C2C4, R40203, C2C3, respectively.

If S is commutative with (R3CXC4)2 = CXC2C3C4, it replaces f5 by ± f5

(§ 25). Denoting the matrix of S by ( a..), we find that R3 Cx C4S = SR3 O, C4

leads to the conditions :

-•24'

«43=  — «21»   aU=a22-

Hence S is commutative with R3 Cx C4 if and only if it has the form

a.

S'

aX2 a!3 au 0

a21 «22 «23 «24 0

0

0

tl
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The conditions for CxCtS' = SB3C2Ci are

11

ai3 - ail 5 axi — ax2 5 «23 =  «21 5 «24 =  a2:

The conditions for 67C2,S" = S'Bß^ and B2S' = S'C2C3 then reduce to

The resulting substitution is orthogonal if and only if 4a2, = 1.    Its determi-

nant is ± 16o£*,.    Hence must ± 1 equal + 1.     With these conditions satisfied,

S' = S'     if and only if a„ i.    Then S' becomes

2 =

i' 2

1

1
2

1

0

1
a

i
2"

1
2

1
2

0

1
§

1
I

1' 2

1' 2

0

01

0

0

0

1

It has been shown that 2 belongs to the group of all orthogonal substitutions

of determinant unity. It remains to show that 2 belongs to Oa . For pn = 3 ,

2 = W2(^3^f) and hence is in Oa.    Forpn = 5,

2 = C3Ct(%2 £ 4 £3 ) Aî234 673 675 A>,24 #312 672 675 ( £, £4 £2 ),

and hence belongs to Oa.    For pn = 11, we find that

2= ^^(Il^OÎ^O^

and hence belongs to Ga.

We next treat the general case in which — 1 is the square of a mark i of the

GF[pn], proceeding as in Binear Groujts, pp. 179-180. Making the trans-

formation of variables there defined, we find that 2 becomes

Y Y, Y,

Y'

Y' =-1   13 —

Y' =■*   14

Y' =
23

^34 =

1/4 (l + *)/4       -*/4 -i/4 (i-^)/4       3/4

(-1+0/4 (-l-i)/2   (l-t)/4 (l-i)/4 0 (l-*')/4

_»/4       (—1—¿)/4        1/4 -3/4 (l-»)/4        i/4

_»/4      (_l_¿)/4      -3/4 1/4 (l-t)/4        i/4

(-l-i)/4 0 (-l-¿)/4 (-l-i)/4 (-1+0/2 (1 + *)/4

3/4        (_l_¿)/4        i/4 i/4 (-1 + 0/4      1/4
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This substitution is found to be the second compound of

(1-0/4        (1-0/4        (3 + 0/4      (-1 + 0/4

(-1-0/4      (1 + 0/4        (1 + 0/4        (3-0/4

(3 + 0/4      (-1+0/4      (I-i)/4        (1-0/4

(1 + 0/4 (3-0/4      (-1-0/4      (1 + 0/4   .

which is a special abelian substitution.    Hence S belongs to Ga.

Determination of all the self-conjugate subgroups of J3X6.

12. Its substitutions fall into the following 10 distinct sets of conjugates :

{Z}; {Cxc2c3c4y, {Cxc3y, {C2c4y {Cxc2, c3c\y, {Cxc\, c2c3y,

{B^BiClCtCiCA-i{BsClC^BiCzCAi{B,ClCvBiCiCAi{BsClCi,BsCiCA.

The only substitutions of period 4 are R3CXC2, R3C3C4, R3CXC4, R3C2C3.

The self-conjugate subgroups of t/36 are

(30) I, G2, G'2, G"2, G\, Of       (S=--B3, B3CXC2, B3CXC3, BsCxCt)

together with all their combinations. Now G2 lies in all these groups of order

> 2. As shown in §§ 7-8, the groups 02, 02, G"2, G\, G\ combine to give

only the additional groups G\ and 08. Either 02 or G"2 combines with Ks4 for

S = R3 or R3 Cx C3 to give 08. Either 02 or 0'2 combines with Ks4 for

S=R3CXC2 or R3O,O, to give H¡. Combining Ks4 and ZTf for the follow-

ing pairs

(S, S') = (R3, R3CXC3), (R3CXC2, R3CXC4),(R3, R3C,C2),

(R3, R3CXC4), (R3CXC2, R3L\C3), (R3CXC3, B&CJ,

we get the respective groups O3, H3, Js, J'ñ, J"&, J"f, where

(31) JS={I, CXC2, C3C4, C&C^B^B&C^B&C^B&C&C^

(32) J's = {I, CXC4, C2C3, CXC2C3C4,R3, R3CXC4, R3C2C3, R3CXC2C3C4],

(33) J"& = { Z, CXC4, C2C3, CXC2C3C4, R3CXC2, R3CXC3,R3C2C4,R3C3C4},

(34)t/8"= {I, CXC2, C3C4, CXC2C3C4, R3CXC3, R3CXC4, R3C2C3, R3C2C4},

each of the groups J being non-commutative. Finally G\ combines with the

four K\, in order, to give Js, Js, <Z8", tZ8"; while G\ combines with them to

give J¡, J¡, J¡, J'g.

Theorem.     The self-conjugate subgroups of J\6 are the groups (30)-(34),

together with G\, Gs, G\, H\, J3l6.
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Corollary. The only subgroups of order 8 of J\6 are Gs, G3, H3,

J¡, J's, J"g, J"g, of which the first three only are commutative groups.

Betermination of all the self-conjugate subgroups of Fxe.

13. Its substitutions fall into the 10 distinct sets of conjugates

{/}; {6,6726736V}; {B2CXC3}; {#2672C4}; {CXC2, C3CA; {B2C2C3, B2CXC<};

{B3,B3CxC2C3C;y,{B3CxC2,B3C3Cf);{BxCxC3,lfC.1Cfl;\BiCxCi,BiC2C3\.

Since B2 67,673 is of period 4, it follows that Fu and </,6 are not isomorphic.

The self-conjugate subgroups of FX6 are the groups

(35) I, G2, Ci=(B2CxC3), G\,Kl {s=b.2ca, b„ b3cxc2, b&c,, Btcxct),

together with all their combinations. Now G2 lies in all those of order 4.

Combining 674 with the last six groups (35) in turn, we get the commutative

groups H¡, H¡, Fs, F's, Fs, F¡, where

(36) Fs= {I, CXC2C3C,, B3, B3CxC2C3Ct, BiCxC3,.BiC2Ci(i = 2, 4)},

(^F'^iBC^C^B^C^B.C^B^C^B.C^B^C^B^C,}.

Combining every pair of the A'f. we get F&, F's, Jg and A7* each one, and

F's' and F's" each three times, where

(38) F¡ = {!, CxC2C3C<, B3, i?367,672673674, 5(7,67,, BiC2C3(i = 2, 4)},

(39) F';={I, C^C^B.C^B.C^B.C^B^C^B.C^B^C,},

(iO)F¡ = {!, 67,672, 673674, 67,672673674, 1?467,673, B.Cfi,, B4C2C3, B,C2C,}.

Finally, 672 combines with the K\, in order, to give H\, J%,J%, A7*, A7*.

Theorem.* The self conjugate subgroups of FX6 are the groups (35)-(40),

Hl,Js,F¡andFX6.   '
Corollary. The group FX6 has exactly 7 subgroups of order 8. Of them

HI, Fs and F's are all commutative group>s, while Jg, F*, F'g and F"%' are not.

Betermination of all the self-conjugate subgroups of H\s.

14. Its substitutions fall into the 10 distinct sets of conjugates:

{/};  {67,672673674};  {67,67,};  {672674};  {67,C2, C3674};  {67,67,, 672C3};

{B&Ct, B&C»} (.- = 1,2,3,4).

It contains exactly 8 substitutions of period 4 :

* Another proof may be based on the quotient-group, Fl6/G2, which is a commutative group

all of whose operators aside from identity are of period 2.
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R30,05, R4C\O0, R3C305, R303O0    (whose squares are CXC3),
and

R3C205, R3C2O0, R3C405, R3C4O0    (whose squares are C2Cf).

Hence H\6 is not isomorphic with J3i6. Having its self-con jugate substitutions all

of period 1 or 2, it is not isomorphic with F16.

The groups Z, G2, G'2, G"2, G\, G*4, E~s, K'3, together with their combina-

tions, give all the self-conjugate subgroups of ZZ36. Proceeding as in § 8, we

find that the only additional groups are G\, 08, ZZ36.

Theorem. The only self-conjugate subgroupts of H\*s, aside from itself and

identity, are G2, G'2, G"2, G\, G\, G\, R~3, Zt"8, 08.

Corollary.     The only subgroups of order 8 of H\6 are K&, Zi8 and 08.

The fifteen subgroups of order 8 of GX6.

15. Since all the substitutions, except identity, of the commutative group 016

are of period 2, it contains exactly 15 subgroups of order 8 (see § 10). Since

there are but 5 products each of 4 of the 0¡, any subgroup of order 8 contains

at least two C. G. Transforming by a suitable even substitution on f L, • • •, £6 »

we may take 0,03 as the first generator. Suppose first that there is present

at least one further CiCi or one C3C Transforming CXC{ by a suitable

power of (£2£4£5). we obtain as first and second generators CXC3 and CXC2-

The only resulting groups are Og of § 7 and

Ms= {I, CxC3, CXC2, C2C3, CxCb, C305, C2Cb, CxC2C3Cb],

N6— {I, CXC3, CtC2, C2C3, C4Cb, CXC3C4C5, CxC2CiCb, C2C3C4Cb\.

Suppose, however, that there is present no Cx Cs and no 03 O. other than Cx C3.

Then there must occur one of the following three: C2C4, C2Cb, C4C5. But

(|2f5(;4) transforms C2Cb into C4C2 while (£2f4£5) transforms C4Cb into

02 O,. Hence we may take 0,03 and 02 Ot as the first and second gener-

ators. The group does not contain ClC2C4Cb or C2C3C4Cb, not having Oj05

or C3Cb by assumption. Hence the group can contain only the 8 substitu-

tions forming 0'8 of § 8 .

Now ( £2 f4 £5 ) transforms 08 into 3I3. Also ( £, ^2 ̂ 5 ̂ 3 %4 ) transforms 0'8 into

iVg. Finally, 08, which contains a single product of four Ct, is not conjugate

under linear transformation with 0'8, which contains three products of four C{,

since a product of two C. and a product of four Ci have different characteristic

determinants.

Theorem. Within, Oa every subgroup of order 8 of 016 is conjugate with

Gs or else with 08, while the latter are not conjugate.
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All the self-conjugate subgroups of G'xt.

16. Its substitutions fall into the 10 distinct sets of conjugates :

{Z} ;   {ClC2C3C4};  {OjOs};   {C2C4};  {CtCb, C3Cb) ;  {CXC0, C3C0} ;

{R^R.C^^R.C^R^C^C.y^R.C^R^CMR.C^R^C,}.

The only substitutions of period 4 are the four in the last two sets. Hence

0¡6 is not isomorphic with H¡6; also, evidently not with Fi6. Since R3CXC0

has the characteristic determinant (1 — p)(l + p)2(l -\- p2), while the four

substitutions R3CXC2, etc., of period 4 in J* have the characteristic determinant

( 1 — p)(l + p2)2, the groups 0¡6 and tZ36 are not conjugate under linear trans-

formation.

The self-conjugate subgroups of 0¡6 are all given by

(41)      I, G2, G'2, G"2,K4,K'l', C¡ = (R3CxCb), C¡ = (R3CXC<1),

j k:={i,cxc3,r3,r3cxc3),

\ Zi7*= {I, CXC3, R3C2C4, R3CXC2C3C4],

together with their combinations.   Now 02 = {I, CXC3] is a subgroup of all of

order 4.    By § 8, any two of   G2, G'2, G"2 generate G\, while 02 with either

K4 or K'f gives Oj.    Also G"2 with either K4 ov K"f gives 08.    Either G2 or

G"2 with either C¡ or O40 gives Z£"8.    Either  02 or G"2 with either K[ or K4

gives O3.    Next, K4 with either 04 or K*4 gives

(43) Z.8= {I, CxCb, C3Cb, CXC3, R3, R3CxCb, R3C3Cb, R3CXC3}.

Also, K4 with either O" or K™ gives

(44) Z.;= {Z, CxCb, C3Cb, CXC3, R3CXC0, R3C3C0, R3CbC0, R3C2C4}.

Now K4   with either C4 or ZT* gives

(45) T8= {Z. OtO„ CxCa, C3C0, R3, R3CXC3, R3CXC0, R3C3C0}.

Again, Ar4" with either C¡ or AT" gives

(46) T¡={I, CXC3, CXC0, C3Ca,R3CxCb,R3C3Cb,R3CbCa,R3C2C4}.

Finally, we have the relations

(C¡, C:)=G¡,       (C¡,K¡) = L3,       (C¡,K:)=T¡,

(c:,R-;)=Ti,     (c¡,k?) = l'3,     (k;,f;')=g¡.

Theorem. The self-conjugate subgroups of G'x6 are the groups (41)-(46)

andG¡, G'3,Kè, G¡, G'Xi.

Corollary. The subgroups of order 8 of G'X6 are Lñ, L'3, Ts, T3, 08,

Es,andG¡.
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All the self-conjugate subgroups of H'X6.

17. Its substitutions fall into the following 10 distinct sets of conjugates :

{I}; {CXC2C3C4}; {CXC3};  {67,67,};  {CXC,, C3C,};  {CxCa, C3C0};

{B3CXC2, B3C2C3};  {B3CXCX, B3C:iCx};  {B3C2C, #3(74670};

{3tCtG„BtCaC.}.

Only the last 8 are of period 4, so that H'X6 is not isomorphic with G'x6, Gx6,

or J\t. It is not conjugate with FX6 in view of the periods of their self-conju-

gate substitutions. Finally, H'x% and H\t are not conjugate * within Oa since

they are self conjugate only under J332 and 6764, respectively (§§ 31, 46).

Theorem. The only self-conjugate subgroups of H'X6 are I, G2, G'2, G"2,

A"4, A"4", H\, K'% and the groups G\, G\, HX6, resulting from their combination.

Corollary.     The only subgroups of order 8 of H'X6 are H\, K'g, G's.

The non-conjugate subgroups of orders 8, 16, 32 of G6i.

18. There are 3 distinct sets of conjugate subgroups of order 32 in Oa,

representatives of which are J332, H32, G32 (end of § 7) ; 6 distinct sets of order

16, represented by Gl9, G'x6, H'Xi, J3U, H3l6, FX6 (§§ 8-17). These 6 have

only the following subgroups of order 8 : G3, G'3, G'8, G\, H\, II\, Js, J's,

j;, J';, FS,F'S, F¡, F';, F;, Fs, K'g, Bs, A;, Tt, r8, together with sub-

groups of 6r,6 conjugate with 678 or 6t8 (§§ 12-17).

Now #2 = (£,£2)(f3£4) transforms 67; into G'8, and transforms Kg into A7g;

CXC6 transforms J3 into J"g, and J'% into J"3 ; (£2£4£3) transforms ,I"% into A* ;

2 transforms Js into A7*, Fs into H\, H\ into F's, and F"3 into J3. Finally,

672675 transforms A8 into B'g, and Ts into T's. Hence the above 21 groups are

conjugate within Oa with the following :

(47) Gs, G'¡, G\, J3, A8, Ts, H\, Kg, F'¡'.

The numbers of substitutions of period 4 in these groups are respectively

0, 0, 0, 2, 2, 2, 4, 4, 6.

In the first place, no two of the groups Jg, Bs, Ts, having exactly 2 substi-

tutions of period 4, are conjugate under Oa. Indeed, the two B3 Cx C2 and

B3C3Ct of t/g have the characteristic determinant (1 — p)(l + p2)2, while the

two #367,675 and #3673675 of A8 and the two B3CXC0 and #367367Q of Ts all have

•Another proof follows from Lemma I, § 22, taking < = 5, since S transforms C^C^Cj into a

substitution of G^,, only if it replaces some fr by ± i6. Then r = 5, since S must transform

(7,C3 and C,C4 amongst themselves. Hence S replaces f5 by ± f5 and cannot transform CXC, or

C,C4 into a substitution involving f5.
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the characteristic determinant (1 — p)(l + p)2(l + P2)- Moreover, the five of

period 2 in Lg all have the characteristic determinant ( 1 + p )2 ( 1 — p )3, while

CXC0= C2C3C4Cb of TshBs (1 + pY(l - p).

In the second place, the groups H3g and Kg are not conjugate, since the four

of period 4 in H\ have the characteristic determinant (1 — p)(l -\- p2)2, while

the four of period 4 in K% have (1 — p)(l + p)2(l + p2).

Finally, no two of the groups Os, 08, 08 are conjugate within Oa. Indeed

all the substitutions except I and CXC2C3C4, of both G8 and 08 have the de-

terminant (1 + P)2(l-Py, while CXC2C3C4, C2C0 and C4C0 of 08 have the

determinant (1 + p)4(l — p), only four of 08 having (1 + p)2(l — p)3. To

show that Ga and O3 are not conjugate under Oa, we note that ( § 34 ) 08 is

self-conjugate only under 0192 and (§32) O3 only under ZZ192, while 0192 con-

tains a single subgroup GM of order 64, and Hm three subgroups of order 64.

Theorem. Within Oa every subgroup of order 8 is conjugate with one and

but one of the nine groups (47).

The subgroups of order 4.

19. The commutative group 08 of substitutions of period 2, aside from

identity, has exactly 7 subgroups of order 4. Any such subgroup contains at

least two O;O.. Transforming by a suitable even substitution on %x,%2, £3, f4,

we may take Cx C2 as the first generator. It contains a second 0{ O. of the form

C2C3, C2C4, or C3C4, so that the groups are O2 or

04 = {I, CXC2, C2C3, CXC3}; 04 = {I, CXC2, C2C4, CxCi}.

Now R2 transforms 04 into G*4, and (|,|5^4) transforms G*4 into K'4. But

G\ and Zi~4 are not conjugate in view of the characteristic determinants of their

substitutions.

Each of the 7 subgroups of order 4 of 08 contains at least one C.Cj. Now

(|2£4f5) transforms C4Cb into C2C4, while (£2£5£4) transforms C2Cb into

C2C4, each transforming 08 into itself. As first generator we may therefore

take CXC3 or C2C4.    The resulting groups are G\, K'4, K"4, and

#1=   {^'   #1#3'   #2#5'   #i#2#3#j}'   #4* =   {■*«   #I#3'   #« #8 '   @xC3C4Cb},

the latter being transformed into the former by R3. But (i;x!;bl;4) transforms

G4 into G\, while Z?2 transforms AT4 into E"4.

The commutative group 08 of substitutions of periods 1 and 2 has exactly 7

subgroups of order 4. Now CxCb, C2Cb, CXC2, 2(£,&&), 2(£2£4f3)Z?2

transform O3 into itself and, in particular, transform Z?3 into R3CXC3, R3C2C4,

R3CXC2C3C4, C2C4, CXC3, respectively. Hence we may take CXC3 as the

first generator of a subgroup of order 4. The group is therefore G\ or else it

contains one of the substitutions R3, R3CXC3, R3C2C4, R3CXC2C3C4.    Now

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 8
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I, 67,C5, C2C5, CXC2 transform the preceding four amongst themselves transi-

tively. Hence the resulting groups are conjugate with K* of § 16 . Its sub-

stitutions, other than identity, have the characteristic determinant ( 1— p)3( l-\-p)2,

so that it is not conjugate with either 6r4 or A"4". But E~* is not conjugate with

F'4 by §§ 38, 42.

The group Jg contains a single cyclic group (B3CXC2) of order 4. It remains

to determine the groups containing only operators of periods 1 and 2. Since

B3 transforms 67, G. into 673 674, we may take 67, G, or B3 as the first generator.

The resulting groups are G\ and KB^ of § 10. The latter is transformed into

G\ by 2.
The group H3 contains only two cyclic groups of order 4 : C\ = (B3CxCt)

and (B3CXC2), the latter being transformed into the former by C2C5. The

only further subgroup of order 4 is G\.

The group F"g has three cyclic groups of order 4: (B3CXC2), (B2CxCf),

and (BfixC3). Now (£2f3£4) transforms #467,67,, into B3C\C2; (&££,)

transforms B2 Cx 67, into B3 67, C2.

The commutative group A*g contains the cyclic subgroups

C\ = (B3CXCA,        Cl = (B3CxC0),

and a single further subgroup 674 of order 4. But 672675 transforms 67° into

674. Now 674, whose substitutions of period 4 have the characteristic determi-

nant (1 — p)(l + p)2(l + p2), is not conjugate with C\, for which the corre-

sponding quantity is ( 1 — p)(l + p2)2.

The group Ag contains a single cyclic group C\ and but two further groups

of order 4 : A"* and AT,.    Now B2 transforms K4 into A"4.

Finally, Tg contains C\, K\, AT4", but no further groups of order 4.

Theorem. Within Oa, every subgroup of order 4 is conjugate with one

and but one of the six groups G\, A"¡, AT*, A"'4",

(48) 6734 = (i?367,674),        Ci = (B3CxCA.

The subgroups of order 2.

20. There are exactly two distinct sets of conjugate operators of period 2

within the simple quaternary abelian group (Binear Groups, p. 105). The

same consequently holds for Oa. As representatives belonging to G6i, we may

take CxC2C3Ci and 67,673, which generate the groups 672 and 67;, respectively.

Theorem.     Within Oa, every subgroup of order 2 is conjugate with G2

or G'2.

Summary of the subgroups of order a power of 2.

21. Representatives of each distinct set of conjugate subgroups of order a

power of 2 within the group Oa, together with all their incidences, are exhibited

in the following scheme:
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Largest subgroups in which the groups of order a power of 2

are self-conjugate, §§22-47.

22. Lemma I.    If, for pn = 8Z ± 3, a substitution of Oa transforms C0Ct

into a substitution belonging to Gm, it replaces one of the variables by ± f(.
5

Let S have the matrix (a{J).    Then C0Ct replaces V at £ by

- E  «^, + «^« = -±«,^ + 2^1,.
J'=l.5 j=l

Since the matrix of S'1 is (aJ{), it follows that

S->C0CtS:        K--ft+2a.¿«j.fi (¿ = l,---,5).
¿=»i

Since 2 is a not-square, no one of the diagonal terms — 1 + 2a2( of the latter if,

zero. But a substitution of Gm has a single non-vanishing coefficient in each

row (or column).    Hence must

«,<«,,= ° (¿,i = l,.-.,5;i + ¿).

Hence the product of any two of the five coefficients in the ith column of the

matrix of S is zero, so that four are zero. It art is the non-vanishing one, all

the remaining coefficients in the rth row are zero in view of the orthogonal

conditions.    Hence S replaces %r by art Ç(, where a2n = 1.

Corollary I.    If S transforms each C0Ct(t= 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) into a sub-

stitution of O960, then S itself belongs to O960.

Corollary II.    If S transforms C0Ct into itself, it replaces f( by ±%t:

Indeed,  — 1 + 2a\t = — 1 gives a.t = 0   (i = 1, ■ •., 5;   i + í), whence,

by the orthogonal conditions, a   = 0(j +- t).
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Corollary III. If S transforms into itself a subgroup of G9m which

contains a single C0 Gt, then S replaces %t by ± f .

Indeed, S transforms C0 67( into a substitution in whose matrix each diagonal

term is + 0. Since the latter must belong to Gm, it is a product of the C;.

But CfGj is not conjugate with C0Ct, since they have distinct characteristic

determinants.    Hence C0 Ct is transformed into itself.

23. Lemma II. If a quinary orthogonal substitution S in any GF[p"],

for which p" = 81 ± 3 or 81 — 1, transforms each CkCt (k, t=l, 2, 3, 4 )

into a substitution replacing £s by ± £5, then S replaces f5 by one of the vari-

ables or its negative.

Taking (a..) as the matrix of S, we get for >S" = S~1CkCtS:

z=& - 2«<k è "jjj - a«* ¿ %%      (*=i.-.«)-
J=l .7=1

The conditions that S' shall replace £5 by ± £5 are

l-a<-a<=±l, a5ka.k + aua.t=0    (¿ = 1,2, 3,4).

According as the upper or lower sign holds, we have

«L + < = 0 or a¡k + al=l.

In the first case, we have the five equations

a5kajk + a5iaß = 0 (i=l,---,5).

But not all the determinants of the second order of the matrix formed of the

kth and ith columns of S are zero. Hence ay = ay = 0 . If, in the second

case, ay = 0, then ay +- 0, aJk= 0 (j= 1, 2, 3, 4), and f; = a5kÇk,in view of

the orthogonal conditions.

Now, if every sum of two of the terms a2,, a22, a23, a24 equals 1, each term

equals J, whence pn = 81 ± 1. Then 2 + a25¡ = 1, so that ^>" = 8Z + 1, con-

trary to assumption. Let next one such sum equal 0 ; for definiteness,

a53 + a54 = ° • Then «53 = «M = 0. Since a:2, + a\3 = 0 or 1, a\x = 0 or 1.

Iiikewise, a22 = 0 or 1. But a2x + a22 = 0 or 1. Hence at least one of the

terms a2,, a¡22 vanishes. If both vanish, £'f = ayo %s. If ay + 0, then ay = 0,

and |; = a52^2, as shown above.

Corollary.    If each transform leaves £5 unaltered, S replaces f5 by ± £6.

24. Since the C0Ct(t = 1, • • -, 5) generate 6r]6, it follows from Corollary 1

to Lemma I that a subgroup of Ggsg containing GX6 is self-conjugate within Oa

only under a subgroup of 67960. Now the only even substitutions on £,,•■-, £5

which transform Bk (k > 1 ) into itself are Bx = I, B2, B3, B4; while the only

ones which transform B2, B3, Bt amongst themselves are those of the alternat-

ing group on fj, f2, fs, f4.
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Theorem. Within Oa, 016 is self-conjugate only under O960, J\2 is self-

conjugate only under G6i, while G64is self-conjugate only under

(49)   Gm=\Et,E,CC.(r .Oi=0,l,2,-3   4   5;i>i VI
v    '      "' t      i   ,   j \j<Jt ranging over even substitutions on f,, • • -, ç4/J

25. A substitution S which is commutative with CXC2C3C4 replaces £„ by

± £5 (Corollary II to Lemma I). By Linear Groups, p. 160, the number of

quaternary orthogonal substitutions of determinant + 1 is

(p*>-p*)(p*»-l)p\

Exactly one half of these belong to On ; for, S(^l^2)Cx is a quaternary orthog-

onal substitution of determinant + 1 if S is, while one and but one of the two

belongs to Oa. Hence the preceding number is the order of the subgroup of

Oa commutative with CXC,C3C4. Another proof follows from the fact that

ClC2C3C4 corresponds (Linear Groups, pp. 179-182) to the abelian substitu-

tion Tx _x. The latter is commutative with exactly [pn(p2n—l)]2 abelian

operators.*

Theorem.    Within Oa, G2 is self-conjug ate only under Gp^pin_Xy_.

The last group can be given a very simple form when p" = 3.    Then

«¡i + «22 + «a + «L = 1    (mod 3) (¿ = 1,2,3,4)

requires that one or four of the coefficients in each row of the matrix for S

shall +0. In the former case, S belongs to 0192. In the latter case, CW*1

replaces fx by 53 j=ï «i-f • » O being a suitably chosen product of an even number of

the C{(i < 5). Hence S = O W^T, where T leaves £t unaltered and replaces

£. by ± f5, and therefore belongs to 0192. But IF transforms C^Oj into

B.C.C.C.G, O, into WC,, and G into WRC.CCM.C, for » —2,8,4.
Henee S = 1F±T1, where Fl belongs to 0!92. Hence, forp" = 3, the substi-

tutions commutative with Cx C2 C3 C4 form the group

(50) 0576 ={T,WT,W2T(Y ranging over 0192)}.

26. A substitution is commutative with R3CXC4 if and only if it has the form

S' of § 11.    The orthogonal conditions on aS" reduce to the four:

«'íl   + «L  +  «13   + «L =   ! ' «11 «21  + «12 «22 +  «13 «23 + «14 «24 =  0 '

(51)
«2!  + «22  + «L + «24 = 1 > - «13«21 + «14 «22 + «11 «23 ~ «12 «24 = 0 •

* Transactions, vol. 2 (1901), bottom of p. 109.    The number is the same for the quotient-

group of order il since P12 transforms T\,—\ into 2a,_i= 2*i,_i • Ti.—i 2a,—1.
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If a2, + at,3 + 0, the equations (51) in the second column give

(52) ay = ra22 + say,

where

— a:,, a,, — a,„a. a2   4- a2
"l2  ^   "w(53) r = ~-^2u ,  -""",    s =-Va,    ,"  135    r2 + S2_

V     ^ «îi + «îs «n + «ïs «n + «n

It follows that

«21   +  «23 = ( V    + S   )\ a22  + «24 ) 5      2-, «2j  ~ „2       ,     _2 •
J-l 11  T "13

The conditions (51) therefore reduce to (52) together with

(54) a2, + a\2 + a\3 + a24 = 1, a\2 + a24 = a2, + a\3.

By Binear Groups, p. 46, the equation a,, + a;23 = /c has ^>n — v or

pn+pnv — v sets of solutions in the GF[pn], where i* = ± 1 according as

pn = +1 ± 1. Hence there are p2n — ( 2pn + vpn — 2v ) sets ay, ay for which

a2, + at,3 is neither 0 nor 1. Each such set furnishes pn — v sets a,2, ay satis-

fying a\2 + a,4 = 1 — (a,, + ot23). Next, each of the pn — v sets of solutions

of a,, + ot,3 = 1 furnishes pn + p"v — v sets ay, ay.    Hence there are

(pn — v)[(p2n — 2pn— vp" + 2v) + (pn +pnv— i>)]= (pn — v)(p2n — p" + v)

sets ay, ■ • -, ay satisfying the first condition * (54) and a,, + at,3 +- 0.

If a2, + a,3 = 0, then a\2 + at,4 = 1.    The last equations (51) now give

aa.
235

(52 ') a22= aa2X + ßaa,        ay = ßa2X —

where

«=  — «11 «12+ «13«14' ß=   — «12ai3 — «11 «145

a2+f?=(«\x + a2X3)(a2X2 + a2xi) = 0.

Hence a222 + a24 = 0.    The condition (51) therefore reduce to (52') and

(54') a\x + «23 = 0, a22 + a2i = l, «21 + «23 = 1-

and hence have (pn — v)2(pn+p"p— v) sets of solutions a...

The total number of sets of solutions of (51) is thus (p".— v)2(p2n +p"v).

The determinant of S' is seen to equal

± {(a2u + a22 + a\3 + «¡J« + a22 + a223 + a\f)

- («U«21  + «12 «22 +  «IS«« +  ai4«24)2-  ( ~ «13 «21 +   «14 «22 +  «11 «23 ~ «12 «24)'}

and hence by (51) equals ± 1.    The sign ± must therefore be taken +.

* Since this hasp3"—pn sets of solutions {Linear Groups, p. 47), we obtain a second proof.
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For p" = 3, only half of the resulting 96 orthogonal substitutions S' of de-

terminant + 1 belong to Oa.    These are seen to be

(55) B0 B^C,, Rfi2C4, RfixC2C3C4, RSCXC2, RC2C3, R.CXC4, B}C%C,

(¿ = l,4;i = 2,3)

together with their products on the left by W( £2 f4£3) and its inverse W2 ( |2 f3 £4).

For p" = 5, it will be shown that exactly half of the resulting 480 orthogonal

substitutions S' of determinant + 1 belong to Oa. Assuming first that 3 of the

otj. are zero, we obtain the 16 substitutions (55) and 16 others not in Oa. As-

sume next that exactly one of the a., is zero. Then two of the a2, are + 1

and one is — 1, so that there are 12 types. For example,* take a2n = a22 = + 1,

a\3 = — 1, aH = 0.    By ( 54' ), a2n + a23 = 1.    Hence either a2l = 0, whence

«22= - «i2«is«23» «24 = «ii«i2«23 by (52'), or else a2: 0, whence

In the respective cases, S' becomes

S'x

0       01

«12 «13 «22   «11«13«22   0

«12       0

0

0

a. 0

BL

22

0       1

0

/o;l=o«,=+i\

V an — «m = — 1 '

«11 «13 «22   °

«12     «

0 0 0 0

(2 2 2 i*.

«U=Ol2 = Ct22=+l\

a?3 = -l /"

To show that none of the 16 substitutions S[ belong to Oa, denote S'x by

S*x when an = a12 = + 1, a13 = + 2. According as a22 = + 2 or — 2, we

have for S*x

Ämo3z44(£2£4)o2o3,     or     z?123o3ze234(i^4)o3o4,

neither of which belongs to O.    Giving to ( an, al2, a]3 ) in turn the values

(1,1,-2), (-1,-1, 2), (-1,-1,-2), (1,-1, 2), (1,-1,-2),

*Note that one of the four S', B4S', BSCXC2S', B.iCxC1S/ has a14 = 0, while each is commuta-

tive with B3CxCt. Also, {íií2í¿)^/ nas a?i = —1, aja = «i3 = + 1, and belongs to On if and

only if S' does.
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-1,1,2), (-1, 1,-2), we find for  S'x: ff, C4 tff <7S C4, C^S^C^,
a* ri n   n n c■ • n n   n n c* n n   n n c* n n    n n c*

To show that all the 16 substitutions S'2 belong to Oa, denote S'2 by S* when

axx = a,2 = + 1, ay = + 2.    According as ay = + 2 or — 2, we have for S*2

#123 ^2^5 #234 ^2 ^5 5 0r #i23 ^3 ^4 #234 ^1 ^4 •

Giving to (ay,  ay,  ay)   in  turn   the  values (1,1, —2),(—1,   —1,  2),

-1,-1, -2), (1,-1, 2), (1,-1, -2), (-1,1, 2), (-1,1, -2),

we   find   for    Sf.    C%OtS\CtCti   C3CiS*1C\Ci,   S*2CXC3,   CXC3S2CXC3,
n n c n n    n n c* n n    n n <a*O.O.O., \y ,\y .,    U. u. A'.jO^v,,    0,0„0., .

Assume lastly that none of the a,, are zero.    Then every a2. = — 1.    By

(54),   a22 + ory = — 2,  so   that   a2, + a223 = — 2    (mod.   5).      Hence   every

a2.= -l.    By (53),

»•= 2(ayoy-ayay), s = 3 (ay ay + ay ay), rs = 0.

Let first s = 0, so that ay = ay ay ay, r = ay ay.    By (52) we find for S' :

«11 «12 «13 «11 «12 «13        0   '

S'3 =

«24

— «,

a
22

0 0 0 0 1

Denote S's by S*3 when ay = ay = ay = + 2 .    For ay = ay = + 2, we have

for s;

ST =   C2Ci(l2U3)^23i02ClBl2i(^U2)^23(Uj2)03Ci.

For ot22 = ay = — 2, S*¿ = S**C2C4.    For ay = 2, ay = — 2, Ä'J becomes

Sr=C2Ci(^U3)^2u02CiBl2^lUi)^23^xU3^)G3.

For ay = — 2, ay = + 2, S*3 becomes o73**672C4. Hence £* belongs to Oa

if and only if ay = ay. Next, S'3 becomes C2ClC\C2Ct when ay = ay == 2,

ay = — 2 ; hence must ay = ay. Again, S'3 becomes C2CiS\C\C2C3Ci when

ay = ay = — 2, ay = + 2, whence must ay = ay. Also, S'3 = <S"6'l673 when

ay = ay = — 2, ay= — 2, whence must ay = ay. Denote *S; by [a, ß]

when ay = ay =2, ay = — 2. Then [a, — /3] = CiCiS*3C3Ci, whence

must oy = — ay. For ay = ay = — 2, ay = +2, S'3 = [a, ß] 67,67,, whence

must ay = — ay. For at,, = 2 , ay = ay = — 2 , S'3= C2Ci[—a, — ß],

whence    must    «22 = — «24-    Finally,    S'3 = C26"4 [ — a,   —ß]CxC3,   when

ay = — 2 ,   ay = ay = + 2 ,   whence   must   oy =

belongs to Oa only when ay = + ay if

or briefly, only when ay = — oy aya:2,

To   summarize,  SI

belongs to Oa only when ay = + ay if at,, = + oy, and ay = — ay if ay = "13 5
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Let next r = 0, so that au = — aua¡2a¡3, s sa a¡2al3.    Then, by (52),

«21 =  «12 «13 «24 ' «23 =  «12 «13 «22 '

For au = a¡2 = ai3 = a22 = a2l = + 2, /S" becomes * 2 of § 11 and hence

belongs to Oa. Hence, in view of the preceding case, the general S', with

r = 0, belongs to Oa only when a24 = — a4Io:13o£22.

We may combine the two preceding cases as follows : An orthogonal substi-

tution S' with every a,. =j= 0 belongs to On if and only if

(56) «21==  «H «.2 «22' «23 =«11 «14 «22' «24 =   ~ «11 «i3 «22 •

Hence of the 480 orthogonal substitutions of determinant unity which are

commutative with R3CXC4, exactly 240 belong to Oa forp" = 5.

In the general case there are exactly \(pn — v ) ( p2n — 1 ) p" substitutions of

Oa commutative with Z?3 Cx C4, where v = ± 1 according as p" = 41 ± 1.

Indeed, Sx = (!,£;,) Cx S is commutative with R3CX 04 if S is, while only one of

the pair S, Sx belongs to Oa by §§ 3, 4.

Now Z?3 transforms R3CXC4 into its inverse R3C2C3.

Theorem. Within Oa, the group C\ = (R3CXC4) is self-conjug ate only

under a group 0(J)„_w(p2„_1)i9„.

27. We may now readily determine the largest subgroup transforming 032

into itself. The latter has exactly 12 substitutions of period 4: RkC¡Cl,

¿,¿ = 2,3,4; ¿ + Z. They are all conjugate within Gm, under which 032 is

certainly self-conjugate. Indeed, R3 and C2Cb transform R3C[C4 into B3C2C3

and R3 Cx C2, respectively ; ( £2 f3 £4 ) and ( |2 £4 £3 ) transform R3 O, 02 into

R2 Cx C4 and R4 Cx C3, respectively : 02 Cb transforms R4 Cx C3 into R4 O, 02 ; Z?3

transforms R3C\C2 into R3C3C4, R4CXC2 into R4C3C4, and R2ClC4 into

Z?2 02 03 ; 02 05 transforms Z?2 02 03 into Z?2 0,03 ; Zi2 transforms Zi2 0L 03 into

B&Ci, and Z^O.0., into R4C2C4.

We next show that exactly 48 operators of Oa transform 03, and the substi-

tution R3 C\ 04 each into itself. It will then follow that G32 is self-conjugate

only under a group of order 12 x 48.

For p" = 3, this result follows from §26 since W2 (£2£3£4) transforms 032

into itself (§11).

For pn = 5 consider in turn the various types of substitutions of Oa which

are commutative with R3 Cx 04. When 3 of the a,. are zero, there resulted the

16 substitutions (55). Since they belong to 0192, they transform 032 into itself.

When a single ay is zero, there resulted 12 types of substitutions, one type

comprising the 16 substitutions S'2, the substitutions of the remaining types

being of the form TS'2, where T belongs to 0192. But S'2 transforms CXC4

into

* Note that 2 = C, SfC, ( f 2 f « f 3 ).
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— 1 2«12«22        2«11«13

2«12«22 1

2«n«,3        0

3«11«13       0

2«12«22        0

0 3atna13    2ot12a22

I 0 0 0

-1

0 1

(aÍl=a,12 = al2 = 1'\

U, = -l )'

which does not belong to 032 since its non-diagonal terms do not all vanish.

Hence the 12 types are all excluded. Finally, when none of the a,, are zero,

there resulted the 32 substitutions S of the form S' with every a\. = a2. = — 1

and satisfying (56).    We verify that S transforms Cx 04 into

(57)

ro

X

p-

X

0

0

0 -p.

0      0

p. 0

0 -p.

0 X

X 0

0 0

(A — 2a12 an + 2atl a13 a14 a¡2 \

¡i = 2au als + 2a, 2 au    ,     /

Since X2 + p? = 1, either X = 0 or /i = 0. IfX=0, then a14 = — «u«12«13,

p. = — «,,«,3, and (57) is R3CXC3 or R3C2C4. If /¿ = 0, then a14 = aua12«13,

X= — a„«22, and (57) is either Z?2 or R2CXC2C3C4. Hence (57) belongs to

032 in every case.

Next, S transforms Cx C2 into

0       0       a

(58)

0

a

P

l0

0 -p

p 0

O" 0

0 0

p

cr

0

0

0

■ 0.

/<T=2ct, !<*!., -

\p = 2aua,2 -

- 2ctia ou \

- 2au a12 a13 Ojj /

0

0

0

0

Ij

Since p2 + o-2 = 1, either p = 0 or cr = 0.    If p = 0, then a14 = an a12 al3 and

(58) is either R3 or R3CXC2C3C4.    If o- = 0, then a14 = — «u«12«13 and (58)

is either R4CXC4 or R4C2C3.    Hence (58) belongs to 032 in every case.

Finally, S transforms Z?2 into

a      0     ß      0      0 1

0  -a       0  -/3       0

(59) /3        0   -a        0        0 ( a'=^n^ + 2a„a14\

0-/3      0      a      0

0      0      0      0      1
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Then a2 + ß2 = 1 . If a = 0, then ay = ay ay ay and (59) is either B3 67,673 or

B3C2CV If /3 = 0, then cy = - «n«12a13 and (59) is either CxCt or 6? C3.

Hence (59) belongs to G32 in every case.

The general case will be established indirectly. Of the substitutions trans-

forming B3 67, 67, into itself and hence also its inverse B3 C2 67, into itself, _B4

transforms B3CXC2 into B3C3Ct; 2 of § 11 transforms B3CXC2 into BiCxC3,

and the latter into B2 67,67, ; -S4 transforms i?4 67,673 into Bt C2 Ct ; B2 Cx C2

transforms B2CXC4 into B2C2C3. Hence 6 of the 12 substitutions of period 4

in 6r32 are conjugate with B3 C, 672 by means of substitutions transforming G32

and B3CxCi each into itself. We next show that no substitution of Oa trans-

forms B3CxCt into itself and B3CXC2 into one of the four: BiCxC2, BiC3Ci,

B2CXC3, B2C2CV The condition B3CXC2S' = S'BtCxC2, where S' is given

in §11, requires that every ay = «« = 0, and hence is impossible. Likewise,

B3CXC2S' = S'B2CXC3 is impossible. But ^transforms #467,C2 into B4C3Ct,

and B2CXC3 into B2C2C4. Finally, we show that exactly 8 substitutions of Oa

transform B3 67,6*4 and B3 Cx C2 each into itself.    It suffices to find the sub-

stitutions   which   are   commutative   with both   #36,674 and   67,67,.      Now

C2CiS' = S' C2Ct requires that ay, oy, ay, ay all vanish.    The resulting

special form S" of S ' transforms 67,674 into

(60)

«13 - «îl

2«11«13

0

0

0

«22 - «24

0

-a«,

o

2«11«13

0

0

0

- 2«22«24

«24 - «L

0

01

0

0

0

1

This belongs to G32, when 2 is a not-square, if and only if at,, oy = 0, «22«24 — 0,

since the only conditions on S" are a2, + a,3 = 1, a\2 + a¡24 = 1. For ay = 0,

S" belongs to Oa if and only if ay = 0, whence S" is B3CXC2, B3CxCt,

B3 C2 C3 or B3 C3 C4, all belonging to 6732. For a¡3 = 0, then oy = 0, whence

S" is I, CXC3, C2CX, or CXC2C3C4, all belonging to G32.

Theorem.     Within Oa, the group G32 is self-conjugate only under

(61) GbK = { T, 2r, 22T (T ranging over GX92)}.

28. The group H332 is self-conjugate under Gei by § 7. Of the 20 substi-

tutions of period 4 in H\2, the four B3CXC2, B3ClCi, B3C2C3, B3C3C4 are

conjugate within 6764 ; likewise the eight B2 Ci Cb, B2 C{ C0 (i = 1, 2, 3, 4 ) ; like-

wise the eight BlCiC\, i?467670, as follows from the table of conjugate substi-

tutions of 6764 (§ 6). Now B2CXC5 and B3CxCt have the characteristic deter-

minants (1 — p)(l + p)2(l + p2) and (1 — p)(l + p2)2, respectively (end of
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§ 19). Hence R3CXC4 is conjugate with only 4 of the substitutions of period 4

of ZT32. We proceed to show that only 16 substitutions of Oa transform H32

and R3CXC4 each into itself and that the 16 are the substitutions (55) belong-

ing to G64. The proof is similar to that in § 27. Consider first the case

pn = b. Then (57) belongs to H32 if and only if al4 = — «u«12«13: (58)

belongs to H\2 if and only if a¡4 = + «u«12«13. Hence a transformer with each

a,. +- 0 is excluded. Those with a single ar equal zero are excluded as in § 27.

For the general case we proceed as at the end of § 27. The only substitutions

transforming R3CXC4 and R3C¡C„ each into itself are 8 substitutions belonging

to H3.    Indeed, (60) belongs to HI.,, when 2 is a not-square, if and only if

«11«.3 = °'«22«24=0-

Theorem.    Within Oa, the group H3, is self-conjugate only under Gu.

29. The group J36 is self-con jugate under G64 since it is self-conjugate under

both 032 and J"32 (§§ 8, 10). Within 064 the four substitutions of period 4 of

J36 are conjugate with R3CXC4. It therefore remains only to determine all the

substitutions S of On which transform J36 and R3CXC4 each into itself. We

proceed as in § 27. For p" = 5, the only substitutions S are the 16 substitu-

tions (55); for, (57) belongs to J\6 if and only if «14= — «11«12«i3» while (58)

belongs J\s if and only if al4 = + ana12<x13.

In the general case, S' belongs to 064 if it is commutative with C2C4 (end

of § 27). Within G64 the substitutions of period 2 in J3e fall into sets of con-

jugates as follows:

C2C4, CXC3; CXC2, C3C4; CXC4, C2C3; R3, R3CXC3, R3C2C4, R3ClC2C3C4.

The conditions for 0204S' = S' 0,02 are ay = a2J = 0(j = 1, 2, 3, 4).

Likewise, S' cannot transform C2C4 into CXC4, nor into Z?3.

Theorem.    Within Oa, the group J\6 is self-conjugate only under Gu.

30. Since G',„ contains C,C„, C,C., and C,Cn, a substitution S commutative
If, 1      0 » 3      0 50'

with it must replace three variables by±£,, ± f3, ± f5 (Lemma I, §22).

Since further there exists an even substitution on flt •••,£4 which replaces"

£., £3» f5 by those three variables, respectively, we may set S= O^T, where

r belongs to 098l). Now 0£f transforms R3 into Z's (^lf3)ZT1, where Z,

replaces f2 by 2Xp£2 + (X2 — p?)!;4. In order that Z7 shall belong to G[6, it

is necessary that Tt = (f2^4)0, where O is a product of the 0¿. Hence

X/u = 0. The case X = 0 is excluded if S belongs to Oa. Hence 02\ £ = Z

or C2C4. Hence S belongs to O960. But the only even substitutions on

f 1 » • • ■ » £5 which transform Z?3 into itself are Z, Z?2, Z?3, R4. But neither B2

nor Z?4 transforms OtO0, C3C0, CbC0 amongst themselves.

Theorem.     Within On, the group G'X6 is self-conjugate only under J3i2.

31. By a proof entirely analogous to the preceding, we obtain the

Theorem.     Within Oa, the group H'lt. is self-conjugate only under J332.
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32. A substitution S which transforms G\ into itself must replace £5 by

± £. (Corollary III of § 22). If S transforms CXC3 of G\ into itself, then

S = Ox 3 02 4 67, where 67 is a product of 67¡. Now 0\' £ O?; % transforms B3

into a substitution B' which replaces £, and £2 by

2\tfx + (X2 - p2)^,        2^2 + (p2 - o-2)f4,

respectively. Since X2 + p.2 = 1 and 2 is a not-square, then X2 — p? + 0.

Hence Xp = 0, pa = 0 if B' belongs to 6r8, so that S belongs to (6r,6, #3)-

Now 67g is evidently self-con jugate under Gu. Within the latter, 67,673 and

672 674 are conjugate, as also B3, B3 Cx C3, B3 C2 Gt, #3#, 672 673 674. Hence if Oa

contains a substitution which transforms CXC3 into B3 and 6r8 into itself, 6r8

will be self-conjugate under exactly 6 x 32 substitutions of Oa. Now an

orthogonal substitution of period 2 replaces f5 by ± £. and transforms 67,673

into B3 if and only if it has the form

01

«22 0

"Ï2

0        0

0

0

0   ±1

4a11 = l

L 4e4 = 1

It therefore transforms B3 into 67,673 and B3 Cx C3 and B3 C2 C4 into themselves,

and hence G\ into itself. We choose the sign ± to make the determinant

equal +1. If S is one such substitution, then Sx = S(^x^3)Cb is another,

since (f,£3)65 transforms each substitution of 67g into itself. But* either S

or Sx belongs to Oa (§ 4).

Theorem.     Within Oa, the group G3 is self-conjug ate only under HX92.

33. Since G's' contains C2C0, C4670 and C5C0, a substitution commutative

with 67, has (as in § 30) the form O^'J-F, T in Gm. The first factor is evi-

dently commutative with every substitution of G'¡. It belongs to Oa if and

only if it is a Qx 3 (of § 3), the number of which is \(pn — v). But the only

even substitutions on £,, ••■, £5 which transforms C2C0, CiCQ and 675670

amongst themselves are

(62) /, (&,)(&&), (£&)(&&), (&I.XU,)' (*.«»&). (f,í,W.
Theorem.     Within Oa, the group G"g is self-conjugate only under

(63) ¿W-,)-[®'f, 6716,(62)].

For pn = 3 or 5, the only Ci; £ are I and 67,673.    Hence Hx = [ GX6, ( 62 )].

* For p" = 5, the values a11 = Gc12 = a22 = 2, ±1= — 1, make the transformer equal to

C2 C3 C4 C5 ( s 2 S t S3 ) ^234 ^2 W "-124 { S X S 4 f 3 ) -ß234 •
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34. The group 08 is evidently self-conjugate under 019, of § 24. Within

the latter CXC3 is conjugate with CXC2, CXC4, C2C3, C2C4 and C3C4. It

thus remains to determine the substitutions S which are commutative with both

CXC3 and 08. As in §32, S= C\3C\40. But 0^? transforms CXC2 into

a substitution which replaces f4 and £2 by

(M2 - X2)^ + 2X^3,        (o-2 - p2)ï2 + 2p*tt%

respectively.    Hence must Xp = 0, per = 0.

Theorem.     Within Oa, the group 08 is self-conjugate only under GX92.

35. A substitution S commutative with Kg must replace £5 by =1= £5 (Corol-

lary II of § 22), and must transform C1C3 into itself or C2C4. Hence

S= 0X3024C or its product on the right by R2. Now Ox'^0^4 transforms

R3CxCb into

which belongs to A^ if and only if per = 0. According as o- = 0 or p = 0, it

becomes R3ClCb or R3C3C0, respectively. Hence if Ox'J 0?2'J belongs to Oa it

is a QXiS, QX3R3, or the product of one of them by C2C4, Finally, R2 does

not transform ZT8 into itself.

Theorem.     Within Oa, the group R~g is self-conjugate only under

(64) H3(pn_v) = (Q\^,R3, 016).

For p" = 3 or 5, this group becomes J332.

36. A substitution commutative with H3 must be of the type S of § 35.

Now 0¡'J 0¡<J evidently transforms R.3CXC2 = O^^OX'J* >nto itself. Hence

it transforms into itself R3CXC4 = R3CXC2- C2C4, R3C2C3= R3CXC2 CXC3,

R3 C3 C4 = R3 Cx C2 ■ Cx C2 C3 C\.    Also, R2 transforms H\ into itself.

Theorem.    Within Oa, the group H3S is self-conjugate only under

(65) H4{p^vr^(Q^Q^,Gu).

For pn = 3 or 5, this group becomes 064.

37. A substitution S commutative with 04 must replace f. by ± £5 (Corollary

II of § 22) and transform CXC2 into itself or C2C4. Hence S= 0X2034C or

its product by R3, respectively.

Theorem.    Within Oa, the group G\ is self-conjugate only under

(65') H'Vpn_vy. = (QîjQl:z,G64).

For p" = 3 or 5, this group becomes Gt
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38. The group K'4 is certainly self-conjugate under BL. of § 33. Within the

latter C2C4, C2C5 and 674675 are conjugate, and Hgs has substitutions which

transform 67,67. into itself and 67,67. into 67,67..    It thus remains to determine
2       4 2      5 4      5

the substitutions S commutative with each 672 674, C2C&, C4 Ci.   Now S = Ox' % 67,

where 67 is a product of the 67.

Theorem.    Within On, A¡ is self conjugate only under HiA,pn_v-).

39. A substitution commutative with K"¿ and hence with 67,673 is either

S = Oí; £ 6\ 4 s or SCX.    Now S transforms 67,62 674 675 into

ïx = (p.2-X2)l;x + 2Xpt;3, £3 = 2Xpl;x + (X2-pr2)í;3,

% 4 5 ?5  == ^5 •

Hence X//. = 0 is the necessary and sufficient condition that the transform shall

belong to A"4".    The substitutions commutative with it are

CO.2, 4, 5 5 (tejco-w (U — J, Cx, C,, CiC3).

The number of substitutions 0.¿ 4 5 of determinant ± 1 is 2(p2n — l)p", by

linear Groups, p. 160. Hence ^-8 -2(p2n— l)p" substitutions of Oa are

commutative with K'.'.
4

Theorem.    Within Oa, A~4" is self-conjugate only under 6r4i,„(P2„_1).

Corollary. Exactly pn(p2n — l)(p* — v) substitutions of Oa are commu-

tative with 67,673.

40. A substitution S commutative with Jg replaces £5 by ± ^s. If S is of

determinant + 1 and is commutative with B3CXC2 it has the form

«11 «12 «13 «14 0

«21 «22 «23 «24 0

AT=    — ay  - ay       ay       oy       0

-  «23    — «24 «21 «22 0

0        0        0        0+1

If A^is commutative with 67,67,, then ay = ay = ay = oy = 0. The resulting

2 (pn — v) substitutions are commutative with B3 and hence with J$ and all

belong to Oa. If AT transforms 67,672 into B3 (and

hence J% into itself), then ay = a , ay = ay, a„„ = ct,

onal conditions then reduce to ay = ± oy, a2

ing the resulting substitution by A^, we have K_ = A"+ 672 67,. We proceed

to show that K+ (and hence K~_ ) does not belong to Oa. Setting oy = a and

aX2 = ß, we have for K+

ice B3 into 673674 and

The orthog-

=F «n, «u + «22 = i •    Denot-
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•       a        ß a        ß 0 '

ß -a ß —a 0

[a,ß]=     -a-ß a       ß 0 (a* + ß*=i).

— ß       a ß -a 0

0       0 0      0 1

Forp-=S,[l,l] = W2(^3)C2,

[-1,-1] = [1,1]01020304, [1,-1]= W2(UJ4)(i;x!;2)CxC2C4,

so that none of the [a, ß] belong to Oa .

For any GF[pn]   in which  — 1 is the square of a mark i, we make the

transformation of variables given in Linear Groups, p. 180, and get

Y„ Y ?u

Y'

Y'

1(1 +a)  -l(a + iß)        W &ß -l(a-iß)    1(1-a)

l(a + í)8) -iß        l(a-iß)  l(a-iß) a -fta + iß)

Hß -l(a-iß)   1(1-«)   -1(1 + «) l(«+*/8)      -\iß

\iß       -l(«-^)-l(l+«)   1(1-«)   i(a + iß)      -\tß

i(a-iß) a -i(a+iß) -i(a+iß) iß - fta-iß)

1(1-«)       l(« + i/3)      -$iß -li/8      l(a-iß)   1(1 + «).

The determinant (141) of Linear Groups, p. 154, here equals

i(l + 2i/8)(«2 + iyS + /S2)

and must be a square or zero.    Applying a2 + ß2 = \, it reduces to

i-1(1 +2*73)2.

By proper choice of i as a root of x2 = — 1, we can assume that 1 + 2iß +- 0.

But 2 is a not-square.    Hence none of the [a, ß] belong to Oa.

Finally, CXC2 of Jg transforms R3CXC2 into its inverse R3C3C4.

Theorem.     Within Oa, the group Js is self-conjugate only under

(66) <V-,)-(<?«»%?%?)•
Corollary.    For p" = 3 or 5, Js is self-conjugate only under 032.

41. A substitution S commutative with F's" replaces |5 by ± f5.    Then # is

commutative with R2ClC4 if and only if it has the form
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sx =

«oo     -

0

01

0

0

0

0        0        0    ±1

+ < = o.

Hence Sx is commutative with the inverse B2 C2 C3 of B2 67,67,. There are four

further substitutions of period 4 in F'¡': #367,672, B3C3C4, #4 67,67,,, #4672674.

If Sx is commutative with B3C]C2, then ay = — oy, oy = —oy,

«34 = «12 • 1^e orthogonal conditions then reduce to a2, + a22 -f ~

Hence by Binear Groups, p. 47, there are^3" — ¿>" substitutions S'x of determi-

nant + 1 commutative with B3CXC2, and consequently commutative with

¿?267,674-i?367,672 = A467,673

and hence with the group F"g. If Sx transforms B3CXC2 into its inverse,

Sx = S j 67,672. If Sx transforms B3 67,672 into #4 67, C3, Sx= S'X(Ç214 £, ) and

transforms B4 67,673 into j93 673 674. By symmetry there exist orthogonal substi-

tutions of determinant + 1 which transform F"3 into itself and transform

B. 67,67. into B, 67,67, and are commutative with B. 67,67,.    Hence there are
¿14 ó       L       £ 4        1a

6-4(p3"— p") orthogonal substitutions of determinant +1 which are com-

mutative with F "A Exactly half of these belong to Oa, since (%xl;2) 67, trans-

forms #267,674, #367,672 and #467,673 into #267,674, #4672674 and B3CXC2,

respectively, and hence F"g into itself.

Theorem.     Within Oa, F"%' is self conjugate only under 6r12})n(J,2n_1).

42. The group K\ contains A, 67,673, B3 and B3CXC3. Now 67,67,. trans-

forms B3 into B3CXC3, and 67,673 into itself. By § 32, Oa contains a substitu-

tion which transforms 67,673 and B3 into each other. Hence the number of

substitutions of Oa commutative with AT" is 6 times the number commutative

with each of its operators.    If (oy)is commutative with CXC3, then oy, oy, oy,

If it is also commutative with

The

«43 5  «51 5 «53 are a^ zer0-

#3'   then   «31= «13'   «33=«

resulting orthogonal substitutions are

^25 5

(67)

«n   o

«13      °

«!3       « «

«22       0

«24        0

«52        0

Trans. Am. Math. Sco 3

0      0

«11 + a>3 — 1 i  aIl a13 = 0

«22 + «24 + «25 = * )  2o22 «24 + "25 — 0

2«52 + «55 = 2a25 + a55 = 1

«52 ( «22 + «J* ) + «25 «56 = °
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The condition that the determinant shall equal + 1 is

(68) K

The conditions on a„,

«24) [«55(«22 +  «24) -   2«25«52]   =  !•

,, abb are seen to reduce to the following :

(69)  a2i = a22 ± 1, «52 = ± «2, T2«22-l,2«25 + (2«22±l)2 = l.

By Linear Groups, p. 48, the last condition has p" + v sets of solutions

«25 ' 2«22 =1= 11 if 2 is a not-square and v — ± 1 according as pn = 41 ± 1.

There are 4 sets of solutions of a2n + «23 = 1, «u«[3= 0. Of the resulting

2 4 (]>" + v) substitutions, half belong to Oa, since but one of the pair S and

S(^3)C3does.   _

Theorem.     Within Oa, K4 is self-conjugate only under G24(pn+V).

43. The group Ts contains CXC0 and C3C0, but no further CtC0. Hence,

as in the proof of Corollary III of § 22, a substitution S commutative with Tg

must replace the pair ^, £3 by ± ^, ± £3 in some order. Hence Sis commuta-

tive with Cx 03. If S be commutative with R3, it is of the form (67), of which

4(p" + v) belong to Oa. Then S is commutative with R3CXC3 and trans-

forms Z?3 Oj O0 into R3 Cx C0 or R3 C3 O0, since it transforms O, O0 and 03 O0

amongst themselves. Next, Cx Cb transforms Tg into itself and R3 into Z?3 Cx C3,

R3CXC0 into R3C3C0. Finally, Z?3 and R3CXC0 have different characteristic

determinants.

Theorem.     Within Oa, Tg is self-conjug ate only under G3^pn+v).

44. Every orthogonal substitution commutative with R3CXC5 has the form

(70)

0 0 0 1

*55J

2        i         2 , 2        i 2
«11 T a13-X I   «22 + «24 ■

2a22 a24 — a25 = 0

22     i      2   _o  2     i      2a52 T a55 - ¿a25 T a55 -

«22 «52-«21 «52 + «25 «55 =

The conditions on «22, «24, «25, «52, «55 and that for determinant + 1 are seen to

reduce to (69) if the sign of «24 is changed in the latter. Hence these conditions

have 2(p" + v) sets of solutions. Again, a2n + «23 = 1 has p" — v sets of so-

lutions. Hence exactly* p2n — 1 of the 2(p2n — 1) substitutions (70) of

determinant + 1 belong to Oa.

Observing that Cx 05 transforms R3 Cx Cb into its inverse, we may state the

Theorem.     Within Oa, the group (R3ClC.) is self-conjugate only under

a group G2(p?n_x).

*To make an explicit determination of them, we proceed as in Linear Groups, § 189.    When

— 1 is the square of a mark 1, (70) becomes
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45. Since A3 contains a single cyclic subgroup (B3CtC5) of order 4, a sub-

stitution which transforms Ag into itself must be of the form (70) or its product

by 67,675.    Now (70) transforms the substitution 67,675 of Ag into

(71) 2«11 «13

0

0

0

-2a

0

2««
25

k

2«11«13

«11 - «13

0

2«2,

0

0

0

2a2.
25

■ k 1

0

k

0

-k

- 2<e

[* - «52 ( «22—«24 )—«25 «55 ] ■

If (71) reduces to 67,6Y5, then ay = 0, ay = 0, ay = 1, so that (70) becomes

I, CXC3, C2C4 or 67,672673674, in case it belongs to Oa. If (71) reduces to

C3C5, then ay = 0, ay = 0, ay = — 1, so that (70) becomes B3C{C5 or

B3CiC0 (i = 1, 3), in case it belongs to Oa. The remaining substitutions

of period 2 of A8, other than 67,673 = (B3CXCJ, are B3 and #367,673.    But

(71) cannot reduce to either of these when 2 is a not-square.    Now

(72) A, 67,673, 672674, 67,672673674, B3CtC5, Bfifi, (i=l,3),

together with their products by 67,675, give the 16 substitutions of 67'.

fi(i + «ii)     -K>        o

1«H Ï ( «11 + «22 )        B+

0 P± A

0 i% C

i ( «11 — «22 )    — B+î«13

o

o

p_

B

D

-P-

0

ï«13

i («íi —«22)

— P±

— P,

i ( «11 + «22 )

2«13

1(1  -<ta)]
— 2«13

0

o

í«13

i(l + «ii)

-P+= ^(i22 = ! + ía25J.

-^ = ^(«22 * "^22 ±ía25 + í«25~ !)>

-ß = ^á(a22 "P 2aa2 ±ta25 —*«25 + !)>

C= >á(a22 =F 2a22 TÍao5 + ¿a25+ O,

-D= H(«22 =•= 2o22 ^¿«25 — «»25 —1J-

It is seen to be the second compound of

r =
¡ —-rz

I      rx

if and only if the following conditions hold

rw

ry

ry

rw

w

-y

— rx "I

— rz

— z

x   j

xy-
1 + r2 '

SS :

J/t«:

1 + r2'

p_

T+T2'

«22+1

'2(l+r')' 1 + r2

j/z =
«22- 1

1 -t r*

-•I!

' 1 + ail

- B

7++2'

D

»13

1 -l-r2^-1 + r2'     »"-i+r..    ^-2^l+r2)'

We have 1 + r-2 = 2/( 1 + ctu ). These conditions are seen to be compatible and to determine

(except as to sign) marks x, y, z, w öf the field if and only if any non vanishing one of the last

four fractions is a square.    For example, BC= J ( 1 — ali )2, AD =\< 1 + a^ )2, A H = — F\.

If a13 = 0, a„ =+ 1, we take r = 0. If a13 = 0. a„ =—1, the formula? fail, but the sub-

stitution (70) is then the product of the preceding by C,C3, so that one belongs to On if the

other does.
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,a, the group Ls is self-conjugate only under G'X6.Theorem.     Within Oa

46. The group H36 contains 8 substitutions of period 4: R3CiCb and

R.iCiC0 (i = l, 3), all of which are conjugate under 064 (§6). A substitu-

tion which transforms Z?3 Cx Cb into itself and Cx C2 into a substitution of H36

belongs to the set (72).    Indeed, the conditions on (70) are

= 1.«25=°>«11 0, «22=0,«„= -1; 0. «>3 = 0< «24=^

Theorem.     Within Oa, the group H36 is self-conjugate only under G64.

47. The only self-conjugate substitutions of period 4 of Fl6 are R2CXC3 and

its inverse R2C2C4 (§ 13). These must be transformed among themselves by

any substitution commutative with Fxs. Every substitution S commutative

with R2CXC3 has the form

0

Xi, XV it xo

S = «31       «32       «M       «34       0

«32 «31     — «34 «33 0

0 0        0        0    ±1

The further substitutions of period 4 of FH are R2 Cx C4 and R2 C2 C3, R3 Cx C2

and R3 C3 C4, R4 Cx C3 and R4 02 04, the two of each pair being conjugate within

G32, under which FX6 is self-conjugate (§ 10).

If S is commutative with R„CXC4, then a13, «u, a31, «32 are zero, so that

S= O^Y^Offi'^ifxt is orthogonal and of determinant +1. If further S

be commutative with R3 Cx C2 and hence with Fn, then a^ = an, a34 = a12.

But if S transforms R3CX C2 into R4CXC3, then a^ = «l2, a34 = — «n, so that

S = 0?"2' °12 Ol^i aii ( £3 £4 ) 03 and hence is not in Oa. Hence Oj:u2*ai2 Ojt"4'ai2 and

its product by 0,02 are the only substitutions S of Oa which are commutative

with Fl6 and R2 Cx C4. Their products by R3 are the only ones transforming

R2CXC4 into R2C2C3.

If an orthogonal substitution of the form S transforms Z?2 Cx 04 into R3 Cx C2,

it has the form
«13 «14 0

«14 «13 0

«14        - «13 0

«„ a,Â 0

±1

S' =

0 o o o

/ «îl + «12 = i \

\«13 + «14=Í/

Its   determinant   equals    ± 4 ( a2n + a\2 ) ( a\3 + «24 ).       We   therefore   take

± 1 = + 1.    Then S' transforms B3 Cx C2 into
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0 p 0 CT 0

— p 0   -CT 0 0

0     <r      0 —p      0

-o-     0       p      0      0

0      0       0      0      1^

Then p2 + a2 = 1. This belongs to Fu (and consequently S' transforms FX6

into itself) only when per = 0. If cr = 0, it becomes A?2 67,67, or B2 C2 C3.

If p = 0, it becomes A4 67, 673 or A4 672 674. Since 2 is a not-square, the condi-

tions on S' show that oy, oy, oy, ay all differ from 0. Hence p = 0 gives

oy = ± ay, ay = ± ay, while a- = 0 gives ay = ± ay, ay = qr ay. From

the remark at the end of the section it follows * indirectly that exactly half of

the resulting substitutions belong to Oa.

If an orthogonal substitution of the form S transforms B2 67,674 into B4 67, 673

thenS=S'(Ç3Ç4)C3.

The total number of orthogonal substitutions S of determinant + 1 which

transforms Fu into itself is therefore 6 A-(pn — v). These, together with

their products by 67,673 (which transforms Fl6 into itself and B2 67,673 into its

inverse B2C2Ci), give all of determinant + 1 which transforms A,6 into itself.

But (£,£2) 67, transforms FXI. into itself. Hence exactly 6 -4 • (pn — v) belong

to Oa.

Theorem.     Within Oa, Fn is self conjugate only under Gu^pn_v).

Another proof follows from the results of § 26. The substitutions of Oa

commutative with B2 67,673 are found from those commutative with B3 67,674 by

transformation by ( £2 £3 £4 ).    From (55) we thus get

(73) /A, 5,67,67,, A\673674, B{67,672673674, A\67,673, B'67,674, B.C2C3, B■C2674

(¿=1, 3;j = 2, 4).

Hence, for p" = 3, these and their products by W(%2l;il;3) and by its inverse

give all the substitutions commutative with B2CXC3. Inversely, they trans-

form FX6 into itself. For p" = 5, the 12 types S' with a single vanishing a,.

are seen to be excluded as in § 27. Consider next S *, the transform of S' by

(£2^3 £4) 5 where &' is the substitution of § 11 subject to the conditions (56).

We find that S * transforms 67,672 and B3 into respectively

*To give a direct proof forp" = 3, we note a substitution given by the lower signs is the

product of C3Ct and that given  by the upper signs.     For a13 = an = + l, a14 = ala = + l,

S'=tT2(f2f3f4);forai3 = aI1 = +l,a14 = a12 = -l,S'=l»ri!(f2f3f4)C2p4B2;for«i3 = «n=l,

«i4 = -«n = -l, S'^CAWi^Ç^iU^C&C^S"; for a13 = a12 = 1, a14 = — au = l,

S' = C1CiS"C,Ci.    All other cases follow at once from these.

/> = 2ana14 — 2a,2a13     \

V a = — 2an ols — 2a,2 aH)
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0
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p = 2a!2 a22 + 2an al3 alt a^^

a = 2au a13 + 2a12 alt

A = 2an an + 2a13 a14

. r1 = 2ala «u — 2a12 cc13

Since p2 + o-2 = 1, either p = 0, whence the first substitution is either R4 Cx 04

or R4 C2 C3, or <r = 0, whence it is either R3 or R3 C¡ C2 03 04. Since X2+ /x2= 1,

either X = 0 and the second substitution is either R4CxC4 or R4C2C3, or p. = 0

and it is either CXC2 or C3C4. The resulting substitutions all belong to Z^16.

But R2CXC3, CtC2 and Z?3 generate F16. Hence each of the 32 substitutions

2* transforms Fi6 into itself. These together with the 16 substitutions (73)

give all the 48 substitutions of Oa which transform F16 and R2CXC3 each into

itself.    But R., transforms F,. into itself and R„C, C, into its inverse.    Hence
ù It) ¿la

F1S is self-conjugate only under the group (G32, 2*) of order 96.

The Univbrsity of Chicago,

July 25, 1903.


